
 

 
1. Introduction 

 

This document provides a heuristic evaluation of the blogging service (online free hosted 
service) Xanga.com. 

 
2. Hueristic Evaluation 

 

 

SECTION 1 – Heuristic Evaluation Details 

 

Site name Xanga.com 

Name  

Home page URL 

Thames Valley University MSc Computing Interaction Design, 
Dissertation 

Kathy Cook 

http://www.xanga.com 

 

 

Expert’s evaluation details (provided by Kathy Cook) 

 

Usability Consultant 

Name and ID 

Kathy Cook 

Kathycook73@hotmail.co.uk 

 

Date and time of heuristic 
usability evaluation 

June 1st 2010 

Location of heuristic usability 
evaluation 

Reading, UK. 

Browser(s) used Internet Explorer 8 

Google Chrome 4.1.249.1064 (45376) 

Mozilla Firefox 3.6.3 

Safari 4.0.5 

Additional comments relating 
to usability test 

This is a heuristic evaluation of the Blogware Xanga.com 
located at www.xanga.com 

Main user persona, goals and tasks are attached separately. 

Prioritised usability goals for blogware: 

• Utility - high 

• Effective - high 

• Safe - high 

• Learnability - medium 

• Memorability – medium 



• Efficient – medium 

Prioritised User experience goals: 

High 

• Enjoyable: pleasurable, entertaining, fun, emotionally 
fulfilling, satisfying, rewarding, desirable, Motivating: 
engaging, exciting, aesthetically pleasing, useful, valuable, 
Helpful: supports creativity, enhances sociability 

Medium 

• Usable: accessible, findable, credible, proactive  

Low  

• Challenging: surprising, cognitively stimulating  

Prioritised usability principles: 

Tolerance High 

Visibility High 

Feedback High 

Constraints Low 

Consistency High 

Affordance Medium 

 

 



 

SECTION 2 - Heuristics 

 

Category A  

 

Provide an effective home page 

 

A Provide an effective home page 

A1 A1 Ensure intuitive access to main user tasks 

          Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe a) Home page should offer intuitive access to the key 
tasks. 

b) Appropriate metaphor for navigation from the home 
page  

c) Clear cue-card or tab metaphor can prove to be 
usable 

d) Image map acceptable? clickable regions clear 

e) Terminology relate to user tasks not marketing 
speak. 

 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 

 4 generally usable 

 5 exemplar for usability 

Evidence and comment: 

New bloggers 

 

The homepage is the public homepage. 

Usability successes 
• Key task for new bloggers: Create blog, or find out more information about xanga.com to 
decide whether to use it or not. 
• The ‘explore’ and ‘start a blog’ calls to action are large and effective, although with all the 
information being displayed on the screen they do not stand out as well as they could.  
• Was very clearly a homepage where users can identify where to go to achieve their main 
goals. 
 



 
• The public home page is effective and has good utility as it offers intuitive access to the 
key tasks, the image map is quite clear and the clickable regions are clear. 
• The utility is good as the terminology relates very specifically to user tasks, 
representations of information are perceptible and recognisable, text is legible and 
distinguishable to allow someone to read it, font sizes are large and the structure and layout are 
simple so as not to overload users’ memories with complicated procedures to do tasks. 
• The efficiency, learnability and memorability of the homepage will be good as the 
interface relies on recognition rather than recall with menus and consistently placed objects, text 
is kept to a minimum and functions are simple and memorable to support rapid decision-
making. 
• The homepage is effective at supporting the key tasks and goals to create a blog and 
sign-in or find out more about Xanga.com. 
• There is a lot of information about example blogs to inspire and create ideas. 
• The homepage provides the right functionality to support users with their goals and tasks 
to create a blog, sign-in, or find out more about Xanga.com.  
• This homepage will make users feel they have very good control and freedom, 
successfully meeting safety goals. This is because this homepage will work very successful to 
encourage exploration through having multiple means of accessing pages, multiple access 
points will mean the user will avoid fear ‘getting lost’ and feel in control, the homepage does 
provide multiple alternative means of accessing the same pages of information through links in 
the main body of the page vs. Main navigation. 
• There is search to support exploration and learnability. 
• There is a tertiary navigation on the homepage: 



 
• The public homepage is good at meeting User Experience goals with a rich user 
experience which is engaging, exciting and motivating – Today’s Top Blogs show best example 
blogs to motivate users, inspire creativity.  
• When you choose to sign up for a new blog from the homepage it is clear how to do this 
and the process is very efficient: 
• Step 1 – Clicking ‘start a blog’ – gives you this screen which claims ‘one step registration’ 
 

 
Step 2 - Choose a theme and write your first post: 
 



 
Step 3 – Find Friends who are also using Xanga.com 
 

 
 
Step 4 - You are live – presented with ‘your private homepage’ to manage your site: 



 

 

Usability issues 

Utility 

• Today’s Top Blogs, Featured Weblogs and the blogs being presented across the 
top – this requires users to know the difference between Blogs and Weblogs and it is not 
clear what the difference would be between ‘top’ and ‘featured’. There are also blogs 
being featured at the bottom of the screen. It is confusing to know what the difference is. 
And as advertising is scattered throughout it can be difficult to distinguish. 

 



• There is no site map. This will impact on learnability. 

• It is not clear enough from the public homepage how many steps they will have 
to go through or how simple this will be, to guide users through ‘sign-up’ to create a blog. 
The fact that it is so quick and efficient could be made clearer from the homepage.  

 

Existing bloggers 
 

Usability successes 
 
• Key task for existing xanga.com bloggers are sign-in, write and publish posts and change 
settings.  
• It is very easy to sign-in to Xanga.com from the persistent login box at the top right. The 
homepage is efficient as the log-in box is at the top right of the screen, so the user will quite 
quickly find this, and be able to use it very quickly, completing this task very quickly. This will 
also be learnable and so long as they find it, once they have it will be easy to remember how to 
use. 
 

 

 
 
• The ‘Private Homepage’ is quite good at supporting users’ primary goals.  
• The Private Homepage is very clearly the user’s ‘hub’ for doing all their blogging in 



Xanga. 

 

 
• The main user tasks are supported by the navigation at the top, middle, and left-hand 
side.  
• Creating a new post is quite efficient due call to action to support this task being 
positioned first under ‘update your site’: 
 



• The image map is clear and the clickable regions are clear with blue text for clickable 
text. 
• The private homepage is effective at showing users their reader’s comments and 
feedback. 
• Tasks around content management are quite efficient and effective, for managing photos, 
videos, etc, as the main buttons on the screen and ‘your stuff’ provide clear access to the tasks 
of uploading and managing content of these types. 
 



 
• Learnability and memorability will quite good as text is very legible and distinguishable to 
allow someone to read it, font sizes are legible. This is also because the interface relies on 
recognition rather than recall with menus and consistently placed objects. 
• The main persistent navigation is visible from the private homepage and sight of it will 
encourage learnability and exploration and will support safety, efficiency and effectiveness. This 
navigation is excellent.  
• If users are in their blog and signed-in, there is a clear action button to add a new weblog 
entry, although again users would need to understand what ‘weblog’ means: 
 

 
 
• There is a lot of information on this screen for users to explore to inspire ideas and 
creativity to help them improve their blogging. To make Xanga.com enjoyable, pleasurable, 
entertaining, fun, emotionally fulfilling, satisfying, rewarding, desirable, motivating, engaging, 
exciting, and supporting users’ creativity there is a lot of information to help users.  
• Learnability will be improved by the fact that there is a great deal of additional information 
for users to explore to help them discover how to be better bloggers. 
• Effectiveness and efficiency – for users who have logged-in, it is very easy to see the 
status of this and to log out.  
• Utility to core tasks: To change the appearance of your blog you can select ‘edit theme’ 
from the top navigation which takes you through to a screen with functionality to change the 
look and feel of the design of your blog. This also gives you the functionality to add ‘modules’ 
and to rearrange the layout of your blog: 



 

 
 
Usability issues – areas for improvement 

 
Utility – there are some significant issues contributing to poor utility which will hinder the 
efficiency, effectiveness, learnability and memorability of this: 
 

• The utility of Xanga does not support users to effectively or efficiently achieve their goals 
blogging.  

• Users are presented first with ‘subscriptions’ which they may not associate with primary 
tasks of writing posts and core blogging activities. Selecting this for new users who may 
not have thought they have subscribed to anything but see information here is confusing. 

• Users are required to understand what ‘weblog’ means and to understand this means a 
post on their blog. As weblog is a common term used to describe a whole blog, as it is 
used here to mean a ‘post’ this could be confusing for users. This is made more 
confusing by the fact that Xanga also use ‘weblog’ to mean the blog. Only when users 
hover-over ‘add weblog’ does the tool-tip explain ‘add new weblog entry’. Users may 
think this means create a new blog. 

• Users are required to know what ‘theme’ means when they will be thinking ‘blog design/ 
appearance/ look and feel’ 

 



 
 

 
 

• Main Page and Weblog – they are both the same and mean the homepage of the blog, 
but it may be confusing for users who are presented with both options in the navigation. 

 
 



 

• Users are expected to know what ‘pulse’ means – clicking on pulse does not explain any 
more what it is, it seems to be some kind of ‘status’ like on Facebook: 

• The main left-hand navigation does not provide access to core tasks to write posts, and 
the change the appearance you have to scroll down past the page fold to ‘edit theme’ or 
‘browse themes’ available, it just isn’t immediately obvious when these are primary tasks; 

 



• Selecting ‘recent weblogs’ just takes you to your blog. There is not any easy access to 
edit, delete, manage posts as drafts etc. Users may expect their posts to be under ‘your 
stuff’ but instead this is other content such as photos and videos, posts are not included 
here. 

• If you select ‘browse themes’ from your private homepage it takes you to an area which 
appears to be the main public website with a  new navigation, and clicking ‘home’ doesn’t 
take you to your private homepage but takes you to the Xanga.com homepage. This 
includes ‘weblogs’ in this navigation, but this doesn’t take the user to their blog or posts; it 
takes them to ‘top blogs’.  

 



 
• Selecting the username at the top right in previous screens had presented the user with 

the option to go back to their ‘private homepage’ but in this mode a new set of options are 
presented including ‘view my weblog’ but selecting this takes the user to the private 
homepage, not their blog. This inconsistency in the navigation options will be confusing 
and will hamper learnability and memorability for how quickly and easily users feel they 
can pick this up and learn to use it. 

 
• Users have to click the very small ‘edit’ link to open the editor to edit posts they have 

posted.  



 

 



 
• The left-hand navigation provides options for users which they may not understand such 

as eProps – selecting this doesn’t make it any clearer what these are: 

 

• Users can’t see how to preview a post they have written to see what it will look like in 
their blog.  

• Users have to scroll to see all the additional functionality at the bottom for creating a post. 
• The icons are understandable but the graphic is fuzzy and not as clear as it could be. 
• The ‘universal inbox’ on the ‘private homepage’ is confusing if you’re not expecting any 

emails and it appears full of messages as a new user. 
• The navigation in the top partially changes depending on where you are, so it tells you 

‘visiting’ so if you select ‘your site’ you still have ‘view site’ in top right. 



 

 

 

• You have to select your username to be able to go back to your private homepage and 
users may not associate their username with this action: 



 

 

• The navigation on the left-hand side presents options which drop below the page fold, so 
users have to scroll to see the full menu: 

 



 
 

 
• Overall the user experience will be hindered by these issues and will make users 

feel frustrated.  

 



Recommendations 

• Only have one gallery of featured/ promoted/ top blogs on the homepage. 
• Provide a sitemap. 
• Promote the simple steps to create a blog from the homepage. 
• Review the information architecture and navigation menu options so users are given 

access to all pages through a hierarchy of menu options which best reflect their goals 
and tasks. This will also aid naming and labelling to ensure the naming reflects the 
mental models of users – what they understand and think of – weblog, blog, post, etc. 

• Be consistent with naming and labelling – so weblog means weblog and blog means blog 
etc. 

• Don’t have a Main Page and Weblog when they are both the same and mean the 
homepage of the blog. 

• Review the relevance of items in top level navigation such as Pulse and eProps and 
Chatboard; confirm what it means to users and the tasks they’re trying to achieve. 

• Ensure the main navigation provide access to core tasks to write and edit posts and 
change the appearance of the blog,  

• Provide facility to edit, delete, manage posts as draft, like email documents. Consider 
inclusion of posts/ weblogs in ‘stuff’ and reconsider content categorisation for all users’ 
content. 

• Make it easier to find a theme to apply to a blog. 
• Make navigation consistent and persistent to every page. 
• Be able to preview a post before publishing it. 
• Make the editor screen less shallow and break over no/ fewer page folds. 
• Sharpen the graphics for icons. 
• Reconsider the use of the username to navigate to the private homepage and just have 

Private Home, or Dashboard, instead. 
• Change the utility of navigation on the left-hand side so users don’t have to scroll to see 

full menu options. 

 



 

 

A Provide an effective home page 

A2 Ensure visual elements do not compromise usability 

       Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe a) Appropriate mix of visual attractors and distractors  

b) Key user tasks are not compromised 

c) Visual presentation should focus on the message 

d) Consider home page composition - crucial areas 

e) Images / graphic simple, uncluttered not overused 

f)  Use of animation – distracting? 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

   3 minor concerns 

 4 generally usable 

 5 exemplar for usability 

Evidence and comment: 

Public homepage 

Usability successes 

 
• The design of Xanga.com can be considered rich.  
• The colour scheme is uncomplicated, focusing on blue and grey. 
• The fonts are generally easy to read. 
• The homepage provides a reasonably appropriate mix of visual attractors and distractors 
and key user tasks are not compromised by visual elements.  
• The visual elements of the homepage are blogs created by Xanga.com bloggers, 
reinforcing the benefits of the product. 
• The visual elements contribute to the rich design – the blogs created by Xanga.com are 
the heroes of the visual design. 
• Visual presentation focuses on the message – blogging. 
• Home page composition focuses on promoting Xanga.com blogs. It is a homepage of 
Xanga.com blog homepages. This is motivating for Xanga.com bloggers who aspire to get their 
homepage on ‘top blogs’. 
• Text is legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it. 
• It acts as effective showcase for xanga.com and will grab the interest and attention of 
first-time visitors. 
• Overall this means the visual design of xanga.com focuses users on their key tasks and 
goals. 

 

Usability issues 
 
• The homepage is quite crowded due to all the content and may overload users’ thought 
processes. 
• Multiple feeds about blogs, across the top, ‘top blogs’ and ‘featured blogs’ is overkill and 
detracts. 
• The use of advertising banners on the homepage detracts. 



 
• Because the homepage is full of so many content feeds from blogs this detracts from 
primary tasks of users to login or start a new blog. 
• There is a lot of text on this screen and the users’ cognitive effort will be overloaded 
trying to take all of this in, reducing the efficiency and effectiveness of this. 
• All ‘Xanga’ content is blue, but there is so much blue that it merges and it is hard to know 
where to focus. 

Dashboard homepage for signed-in users 

Usability successes 
• Text is highly legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it. 
 

Usability issues 
 
• Visual presentation does not focus on the message. 
• Images and graphics are cluttered and overused. 
• Advertising distracts and ‘Xanga Plugz’ may not mean anything to users. 
 



Efficiency 
• The ‘information overload’ and apparent complexity of this private homepage may impact 
on efficiency. 
 

 
Inconsistent utility in navigation menus 
 
• The arrows in the left hand navigation suggest ‘drop down’ as visual prompts, and the 

user may expect inline navigation menu options to appear, but instead the user is taken 
away to another page for that option for some, but not for others, which is confusing: 
 



 
• Top level navigation includes ‘chatboard’ but this is not in the navigation in ‘update your 

site’ which has the graphics, so this inconsistency is confusing, and not clear what 
‘chatboard’ is: 
 

 
• Having selected a menu item and go back to the ‘private homepage’ the menu item you 



had selected remains highlighted despite when you go to select other items, which is 
confusing, it looks like your previous selection has ‘got stuck’: 

 

• Icons are not clear enough to support users with different languages or learning/ 
accessibility requirements.  
• It is not clear what the difference is between ‘add photos’ and ‘add albums’. 
• The top navigation when you select your username sometimes shows ‘private homepage’ 
and sometimes presents another menu, which is confusing, I wouldn’t know from here how to 
get back to the ‘private homepage’: 



• Pulse graphic looks like comments or some kind of chat, but this is not clear or explained. 
 

 
 
Recommendations 
 
• Reduce the number of images and graphics in the ‘private homepage’ 
• Remove ‘Plugz’ 
• Introduce in-line nested menus as interaction for the menu system 
• Clarify ‘chatboard’ and if significant and useful to users and if so to consistently include it 
in navigation. 
• Only highlight what object is currently selected. 
• Clarify ‘add photos’ and ‘add albums’ and if users would expect access to both. 
• Clarify ‘pulse’ and fit with users’ goals. 
• Reduce the content on the homepage – have a feed about top blogs, not multiple. 
• Reduce advertising banners on the homepage. 
• Consider the information architecture in Xanga and what information for users is ‘for 
consideration’ and what is ‘for action’ and what is just ‘nice to know’ and consider the use of the 
colour palette to draw attention to the different levels of this hierarchy. Xanga have a lovely logo 
where the colour palette could be brought to better use to do this.  

 



 

 

Category B Match structure with user needs 

 

B Match structure with user needs 

B1 Ensure decomposition of tasks evident in site structure 

       Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe a) Structure should match a well-defined task 
specification 

b) User tasks, after leaving the home page, natural / 
intuitive    

c) Natural hierarchical decomposition of all key user 
tasks 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 

   4 generally usable 

 5 exemplar for usability 

Evidence and comment: 

Usability successes 

Effectiveness, utility and efficiency 
• Toolbars that appear at the top and bottom of themed pages to provide consistent 
navigation to all the most requested links and aid ‘structure’.  
• These have been provided for users to navigate around the Xanga network and Xanga 
are considering users working within the gated community that is Xanga. They do not seem to 
have considered users who come across Xanga blogs from outside and are not familiar with the 
Xanga network, so this toolbar and ‘visiting’ can be confusing for new Xanga visitors: 
 

o Xanga logo - mouse over the logo - a menu to all the major pages of Xanga.com 
o now visiting: [username] - this link now provides navigation to all the major pages of the 

Xanga Site you are visiting 
o subscribe - this new link gives you quick options to subscribe, friend, or message the 

user you are visiting 
o ratings and flags 
o View site – to view the pages of your own blog 
o [username] – To access your private homepage for your blog. 
o Update - add new weblog entries, photos, videos or pulse posts. 

 



 
 
• The structure only partially matches users’ tasks; there is only a partially defined task 
specification – which will impact on effectiveness and efficiency. 
• User tasks are partially natural / intuitive.    
• There is a partially natural hierarchical decomposition of all key user tasks.  
• Underneath the main navigation users can view their blog as readers would see it 
• The main navigation is provided across the top and on the left-hand-side, which is 
consistent with other ‘portal’ designs and is proving best practice in usability. From here users 
can achieve all their goals such as editing the appearance of their blog, manage comments 
about the blog on the blog, express themselves by creating, writing, managing, editing posts, 
changing the layout of the blog, manage blog settings and profile and their personal account 
information, and adding features and tools to improve their blog, managing the design look and 
feel of their blog, manage comments and feedback, permissions, formatting, additional features 
and functionality to add to their blog to enhance it and encourage reader interaction. This all 
supports the effectiveness. 
• Writing and editing posts – the user can do this from the ‘add weblog’ and ‘recent 
weblogs’ 
• Adding content such as videos, photos etc – the user can do this from the navigation at 
the top left, ‘your stuff’ and the embedded links in the top half of the main part of the page, as 
the top navigation ‘view site’.  
• Changing the appearance of the site – the user can do this from ‘edit themes’ in the top 
navigation and the ‘your site’ section on the left-hand side.  
• View feedback and comments – the user can do this from the Feedback Log in the left 
hand navigation and see more of this lower down. 
• Settings – from here you can access account settings and understand details such as 
your blog url, etc and the breadcrumb trail feature in the navigation here will help for users to 
understand where they are: 



 

• The secondary hierarchy are sub-tasks within these. This becomes apparent when you 
select one of the main navigation objects and it reveals sub-tasks. 
• Therefore there is a partially clear natural hierarchical decomposition of key user tasks 
with the navigation and page structures. 



• Learnability, efficiency and memorability will be good as representations of information 
are perceptible and recognisable, text is legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it,  
there is very little cognitive effort required by users and the interface relies on recognition rather 
than recall with menus and consistently placed objects. Text is kept to a minimum; functions are 
simple and memorable to support rapid decision-making. 
• Safety will be good as the user can partially retrace their steps easily back through the 
structure and there is overall excellent consistency so users will know where they are. The 
persistent navigation and the multiple links to the same pages will help this. 
 





Usability issues – areas for improvement 
• Checking on this blog’s performance – there are no features to understand how many 

views or clicks you have had. 
• Create links to the blog – the user can’t easily create links to other blogs. Plugz are 

where you can ‘plug’ someone else’s blog, but it has to be on the Xanga network, which 
is not consistent with the experience users may expect. Xanga effectively works like a 
walled garden where as long as you’re connecting with other Xanga users life is made 
easier, but not beyond the Xanga network. This is not in-keeping with the open world of 
blogging. 

• Structure and layout are not as simple as they could be which will impact on the cognitive 
effort and users’ memories with complicated procedures to do tasks. 

• Settings includes links to things which users may not recognise as relevant: 
 

 
• The top navigation menu can be confusing and include links to some tasks such as edit 

theme but not others such as to create a new post: 
 

 
 

• The main top-left navigation includes items which will not related to users’ primary tasks. 
Items such as subscriptions and extra credit will not relate to user’s main tasks. This is 
because this toolbar is thinking about helping users to navigate the Xanga network. 

 



 
 
• Because the top-level navigation changes depending on whether you are looking at your 

blog and editing from within it, or whether you are on your ‘private homepage’ can be 
confusing and will contribute to users being uncertain about the overall structure and 
where they are in it.  

• The top-level navigation disappears when the user is in the editor screen. The only way 
the user can exit this screen is via the username link at the top which would take them 
back to their private homepage, and this is not clear at this point. The only other option is 
to save their post which publishes it. 

• The top level navigation can change depending on whether you are looking at something 
in your homepage or looking at Xanga.com, which is confusing. 

• The top level navigation says ‘main page’ but it is not easy to see how to add other pages 
- or if you can. You have to go into Edit Theme to be able to do that. 

• Main Page and Weblog appear to be the same thing, which is confusing. 



 
 

 
Recommendations 
 
• Introduce features so users can see how many views/ visitors they have had. 
• Enable users to create links (not ‘Plugz’) to other blogs – and websites – and for these to 
be outside of the Xanga network. 
• Structure and layout need to be reconsidered with a fundamental review of the 
information architecture in Xanga, which would be reviewed by starting with a cardsort exercise 



to understand how users group and categorise and prioritise information. The structure and 
layout of Xanga could be simplified to better reflect the mental models of users in this way. 
• The top navigation needs to be more explicit than ‘update’ that users can create a new 
post from here as this is the primary task of the blogger. 
• Remove subscriptions, extra credit and Pulse from the main navigation, demote to lower 
in the information architecture, and make the main navigation better reflect the core tasks and 
mental models of users. 
• Make sure the navigation menu is persistent and consistently the same on every page. 
• Differentiate between weblog, ‘main page’, site. 
• Differentiate between Main Page and Weblog. 
• Use the name of the blog, not the username of the blogger, to navigate to their blog. 
  
 
 

 



 

 

 

 

B Match structure with user needs 

B2 Design a simple state space 

Areas for Improvement 

 

       Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe a) Fewer user actions per task the better.  

b) Breadth rather than depth in menu/page hierarchy 

c) Manage long pages effectively – not too long – use of 
hypertext navigation - structuring 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

   3 minor concerns 

 4 generally usable 

 5 exemplar for 
usability 

Evidence and comment: 

Usability successes 

Efficiency 
• Text is legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it, look is simple so as not to 
overload users’ thought processes. 
• Being able to edit and do main tasks from within the body of the blog itself is very 
efficient, users don’t have to go back to their ‘private homepage’ to do tasks such as adding 
photos or a new post to their blog, they can do them via links in the blog itself if they are signed-
in. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Safety 
 

• Users are given multiple access to points from where they want to be, either in the blog, 
or in the private homepage, to do things such as create a ‘new weblog entry’ (or post).  

 

Usability issues – areas for improvement 
• The information architecture of Xanga is not based on core users’ tasks which makes the 
overall structure and space more complicated. The menu options are not prioritised to reflect 
information categories which would be most relevant to users’ primary tasks. 
• The ‘Xanga toolbar’ across the top of the screen is useful to a point, but its design has 
been with ‘Xanga Network’ in mind more than the users. The utility of this is OK but it is not 
clear enough straightaway that a user can create a new post in here – ‘update’ and ‘weblog’ 
may not be terms a user associates with ‘write a new post’.  ‘Safe Mode’ in this toolbar may be 
worrying for users who expect all of their blogging activity to be ‘safe’, and there is not enough 
on-screen help or explanation to suggest why users would need to select this in order to be 



safe. 
• Utility – the utility of the site using language which users may not recognise impacts on 
how simple it is, so users may not recognise they have the right information or functionality at 
the right time by not recognising some of the language on the screen. 
• The inclusion of advertising and Plugz impacts on the simplicity of the space and is 
distracting. 

• The user may be given too many options from the homepage and not be able to 
distinguish between main tasks and everything else. 
• There are a lot of links and features which do not support bloggers’ primary tasks and 
may not be recognisable or deemed relevant by users. 
• Further exploration of areas such as ‘edit themes’ require a lot of extra clicks. Changing 
the theme is quite complex, and especially when the user is just working with the top panel. 
• The user has to take too many actions to complete a task from the homepage, especially 
for key main tasks, such as post a new post. 
• Pages are not managed effectively and require a lot of scrolling.  
• Xanga.com appears to be quite complex. If users have some experience of blogging they 
will be clearer about their goals and what they need to do, and will find everything here they 
need but those things are all a bit hidden. Changing the themes gives users quite a lot of scope 
and flexibility, but the space they are working in to do this is not simple.  
 



• Learnability - The Xanga.com interface will be harder to learn than others because there 
are so many options in the ‘private homepage’ “even an expert user may be quite novice with 
respect to many parts of the system” (Jakob Nielsen). Xanga.com may be daunting and 
frustrating for beginner users or those who use the interface infrequently. It depends on the 
lifecycle of the user. 
 
Recommendations 
 
• Cardsort exercise with users to understand how they categorise, organise and prioritise 
and name/ label information they need – and then redesign the information architecture and 
design of Xanga to reflect this, including redesigning the navigation/ menu to be always on 
every page consistently and to focus on users’ primary tasks. This will require a fundamental 
overhaul of the information architecture and design of Xanga.com but the results will mean a 
much more efficient, effective, easy to learn, easy to remember how to use and ‘safe’ site which 
will attract more users and retain more users for longer and get them doing more blogging – so 
provide a ‘stickier’ service with a longer lifecycle to a larger group of users. If Xanga is going to 
compete with other new blogging services this will be critical. 
• Make the top level navigation much more explicitly state ‘write a new post’ 
• Consider removal of ‘safe mode’ or much clearer explanation of what this is and why it is 
necessary. 
• Simplify the utility of the ‘edit theme’ and make it available over a larger amount of screen 
space so the controls are easier and less squashed into the limited screen space they currently 
occupy. 
• Don’t have Plugz, have a list of Links with links to blogs. 
• Enable users to add links to blogs outside of the Xanga network, a walled garden is no 
good to anyone and is very short-sighted these days. 
• Focus more on creating/ managing posts, managing the appearance, along with 
managing content and settings. Users should be able to manage blog posts like documents/ 
emails, in the same way they can manage the rest of ‘their stuff’ or content like photos, videos 
etc. 
• Reduce the focus on other areas which are of less importance to users in the information 



hierarchy of the site. E.g. Extra Credit, Subscriptions, Pulse. Is Pulse a quick post? Needs to be 
part of the posting/ publishing task/ process. 
• Simplify changing the design template of the blog, including finding a template they want. 
• Provide a ‘quick post’ or ‘quick blog’ mechanism in the private homepage so they can 
write a post there and not have to click further. 
• Reduce the depth on pages – reduce the left-hand menu bar and Plugz to reduce the 
amount of scrolling/ page folds. 
 

 

 

 



 

Category C  

 

 

C Provide usable e-functions 

C1 Visible System Status 

         Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe a) Is it clear to the user what is going on? 

b) Is appropriate feedback provided in reasonable 
time? 

c) Form design – is data required clear to user? 

d) Are actions performed consistently? 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 

 4 generally usable 

 5 exemplar for usability 

Evidence and comment: 
 
Usability successes 
 
• Safety – this contributes to good Safety of Xanga.com and users feeling confident 
and in control of their blogging activity.  
• Excellent highlighting of active fields and objects selected so the user knows what is 
going on when they have selected something using a very consistent orange highlight 
colour which contrasts very well with the general blue and white colour palette: 
 

 
 
 

 
 

   



 
 
 
• Very visible, good on-screen message when the system is processing/ doing 
something: 
 

• Toolbars that appear at the top and bottom of themed pages to provide consistent 
navigation to all the most requested links: 
 

o Xanga logo - mouse over the logo - a menu to all the major pages of Xanga.com 
o now visiting: [username] - this link now provides navigation to all the major pages of 

the Xanga Site you are visiting 
o subscribe - this new link gives you quick options to subscribe, friend, or message the 

user you are visiting 
o ratings and flags 
o View site – to view the pages of your own blog 
o [username] – to access your private homepage for your blog. 
o Update - add new weblog entries, photos, videos or pulse posts. 

 



 
• Actions are performed consistently 
• Representations of information are perceptible and recognisable. 
• The text is always legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it. 
• The interface relies on recognition rather than recall with menus and consistently 
placed objects.  
• Text is kept to a minimum 
• Functions are simple and memorable to support rapid decision-making. 
• Existing posts clearly show when they were last edited and what the status is of these 
(protected/ private/ public). 
 

 
• Users can control if a post is public or private or protected, which will make them feel 
in control. 



• It is very clear which form fields are active by the use of grey outline around boxes 
and boxes where text input fields are white. The affordability of this is very high and 
consistent with users’ expectations. 
• The visual editor is very clear with a very large space to write into: 
 

 
• The data required is clear enough, but could be made clearer with in-field prompts or 
tool tips. 
• Spell check is good with good feedback, consistent with expectations 



• Photo upload provides good on-screen feedback: 
 



 

 
 

• When you create a post as you click ‘save changes’ the responding screen shows 
your post on your blog which is clear, although there are no other messages. 

 



 
 
Usability issues 
 

• The toolbars across the top appear most of the time, but sometimes on some pages 
disappear. The same applies to the left-hand navigation. This lack of persistence in 
the navigation can mean the user doesn’t always know what is going on as they will 
feel lost. For example, if they go into Messages, some of the left-hand navigation 
menu items disappear: 
 

 
 

• If the user goes into Feedback Log – Comments – Read Entry, the top level toolbar 
menu disappears as well as the left-hand navigation and the whole layout of this 



screen looks different, which is very confusing, it feels like you’ve gone into a 
different site: 
 

 
 

• There is no ‘draft’ facility – it’s ‘save as’ either public or private or protected access. 
• Users are asked to say what they are currently doing, options include reading, 

listening to music etc – none of which may be appropriate or relevant to the post. 
• There are no on-screen confirmation messages when you publish a post – you just 

‘save changes’ and it shows you your blog with the post published on it. 
• It defaults to publishing your post to Facebook; you have to deselect this to prevent 

this happening, which may be easy to miss. If you do this it tells you ‘connecting to 
Facebook’ which you can stop if you are quick enough but if you’re already logged 
into Facebook this can happen too quickly and you end up accidentally posting to 
Facebook. 



 
• The ‘save changes’ button is right at the bottom of a long scrolling screen, not initially 

obvious. 
 

 
 

• There is no auto-save when creating a post as there is no draft. 
• If you select ‘protected’ there is nothing to explain what this is and how it is protected: 



 
• It is not clear to the user what is going on at all stages. 
• Appropriate feedback is not always given at all stages as soon as the user completes 
something. 
• You can only see all your previous posts by looking at your blog, the content is not 
held within a separate area for you to manage posts. 
• Structure and layout is not as simple as it could be so as not to overload users’ 
memories with complicated procedures to do tasks.  
• When posting a new post or editing a post there is no clear confirmation screen ‘in 
your face’ – it just takes you to your blog. 
 
Recommendations 
 
• Introduce persistent, consistent navigation menu to access all pages on every page. 
• Introduce ‘draft’ into the publishing process  
• Remove the bit about ‘currently…reading/ listening to music’ and introduce instead 
categories which like tags users can use to group and categorise the content of their blog, 
but using key words, like tags. 
• Provide on-screen confirmation messages for when a user publishes a post  
• Do not default to publishing post to Facebook, include this as an option they have to 
select – and include other social media ways to promote your blog/ post, such as Twitter, 
etc. 
• Reduce the page length of the Editor so the user doesn’t have to scroll to get to the 
bottom ‘save’ button – and change this to ‘publish’. 
• Introduce auto-save to save to draft while writing a post. 
• Make ‘protected’ clearer 
• Provide much clearer on-screen messages to confirm all user actions. 
• Provide features so users can manage their posts/ weblogs in the same way as any 
other content, so they are treated as documents, like emails. 



 

 

C Provide usable e-functions 

C2 Does it give the user control and freedom? 

       Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe e) Is it easy to make serious errors? 

f) Collect the minimum amount of data 

g) Can the users escape from places they don’t’ 
expectant to find themselves? 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 

 4 generally usable 

 5 exemplar for usability 

Evidence and comment: 

Usability successes 

• Quite a lot of flexibility and control over the appearance of the blog: 

• There are a lot of themes to choose from, users can create and submit themes so the 
pool is potentially limitless: 

•   
• Themes which are regularly updated which you can modify and edit the CSS. 

• These themes have a major impact on usability and user experience of the blogs users 
create. 

• You can ‘remix’ themes – change the layout of modules, colours etc. 



 

• To submit a theme, "share your theme" link inside the Remixer (you should see it right above 
the "Save" button). After your theme is submitted, you can update it or even retire it - you 
have control.  

• You'll also see stats on how many people save and preview your themes. 
• You can also add custom CSS to your themes – click the little "CSS" option inside your 

Remixer and you'll see an area to add your own CSS. If you want some more room to work, 
just click the "full screen" option. 

• Remix is where you change the colours, background, layout, borders – you have complete 
flexibility. 

•  
• These themes will make beginner bloggers and non-technical bloggers feel they can have a 

well-presented blog with a look and feel they like which will help them to feel in control of their 
blogging. This is a massive choice of themes for bloggers to have enough scope to find one 
which they feel will best express themselves and then they can ‘remix’ it to make it right for 
them. 

• Add or remove ‘modules’ which are modules of functionality/ features to have on your blog – 
same as ‘widgets’ in WordPress.com. 



 
• Change the header of the blog 

• WYSIWYG –making a change offers true WYSIWYG (“what you see is what you get”). It 
fully renders a post with the formatting it would have on the actual blog: 

 

 
• Change the layout of where modules go by simple drag and drop: 



 

• You can run a custom CSS design theme. 

• The user can change the page layout beyond the themes. 

• Users can change background colours, change borders etc beyond the themes.  

• Reasonably good flexibility and control over blog information architecture: 

o Search – users can add this to their blog to search posts. 

o Tags – users can add these to posts to link posts together  

o Archives – can add as a section to navigate to posts 

o Recent weblogs – can be included as a section 

• Good publishing flexibility and control: 

o You get a URL like “tvustudent.xanga.com” or you can map a domain so your 
blog is available at “example.com” without the “.xanga.com” portion.   

o During the composing phase the user can choose between writing in a format 
that is similar to a word document and writing the blog in “Edit HTML” mode if 
they are use to such control.  

o Users can change the HTML code to customize their blog. 

o Posting is straightforward enough. 

o You can delete comments and block users from commenting again. 



 
o Experienced users can manipulate the template’s code to personalize their blog if 

they want. 

o It is very easy to insert images, video, and other media into posts. 

o Users can change image size and import any size you want. You can insert 
images into a blog as a thumbnail, medium, large or full-size, and then re-size 
the image in the blog. 

o Users can import images from a URL or from a file. 

o The text box is easy to use and has an HTML mode;  

o Spell check gives users control over their content quality. 

o You can insert images, videos as well as links. 

o Users also have the ability to select how many posts are viewed on the edit posts 
page, or posts that are dated in the future. 

o It permits the user to manually set the time and date, even into the future.  

o Users can control comments within their blog. 

o Users can control permissions of who can contribute to their blog and to what 
extent. 

• Control completing forms with information 

o It is very easy to provide the minimum amount of data, although this could be 
improved with a ‘status or progress’ as indicated earlier on what else they could 
add/ do/ update. 

o Users can’t really make any serious errors in this. 

o Data input asks for as little input by users in balance of the benefit they get from 
achieving their goal, and where users are required to provide additional 
information this is in the secondary level of navigation/ information hierarchy. 

• Control with navigation 

o Users can escape from places they don’t’ expect to find themselves by using the 
navigation toolbar menu. 

• Consistency which will contribute to users feeling in control. 
• Overall users will feel in control of this rather than it controlling them.  
• Excellent ‘safety’ features for users to control their blogging. 
 



• Flagging - quick reporting of sites that violate Xanga’s terms of use. The flagging 
system helps Xanga staff identify inappropriate sites, which may be shut down and 
reported to authorities, such as the CyberTipline run by the National Center for 
Missing and Exploited Children. 

 
• Ratings and Safebrowse - To address the issue of clean content, Xanga has created 

a Ratings system designed to help limit access to material that may be age-
inappropriate. Xanga users can choose to view content only if it’s rated below a 
certain level by setting their SafeBrowse preference. 

 
• Xanga Footprints - With Xanga Footprints, any participating Xanga member can see 

the usernames of signed-in visitors to their site. If visitors are not signed in, then the 
Country or State is shown instead. Xanga supports an optout for this feature, much 
as the phone companies do for Caller ID. 

 
• Xanga Locks - Xanga offers several ways to prevent your site from being accessed 

by certain groups of people: 
 

• Signin Lock - With Signin Lock, only *signed in* members on the Xanga 
network will be able to view your site. This option helps hide your site from 
outsiders and also prevents it from being indexed by Search Engines. Signin 
Lock combined with the Footprints feature provides a powerful method for 
controlling and monitoring access to your site. 
 

• Footprints Lock - With Footprints Lock, only users on the Xanga network who 
*display their footprints* will be able to view your site. With this lock in place, 
you should be able to see the username of every visitor to your site. 
 

• Friends Lock - With Friends Lock, only users on the Xanga network you have 
designated as friends will be able to view your site. 

 
• Protected Posting - Protected Posting allows users to restrict access of each post to 

a list of specified members of the Xanga network. 
 
• User Blocking - User Blocking allows users to block certain people from commenting 

or subscribing to their sites. 
 
• Report Inappropriate Content - To report inappropriate content on Xanga, users can 

click and report. 
 

Usability issues 

• Poor visibility and utility of all the above safety features – a lot of these may not be self-
explanatory to users. The significance of a lot of these features may not at face-value are not 
easy to understand due to naming and labelling which may not fit with the user’s mental 
models.  

• Poor utility will contribute to poor safety. 

o There is no ‘categories’ or ‘links’ functionality provided to organise content within the site 
by different subjects, topics etc. 

o To delete a post you have to select to edit the post and select ‘delete’: 



 
o It is not clear how users would add documents such as PDFs or word documents to this – 

all other kinds of media, such as audio, video and photo files are mentioned, but not 
documents.  

o It is very easy to delete a theme and there are no warning messages to stop you, if you 
delete it’s gone – and then it is almost impossible to re-find the same theme to reapply it. 
I did this by mistake and have completely lost the original theme, can’t find it. 

o It is difficult to find a theme because there is no search or navigation around a theme 
directory instead you have to just click on the tag words and see what it returns. There 
are no ratings or features to search by. Instead you just select a key tag and it presents 
with ‘random’. When you select all these are randomised. There is not a searchable 
directory of themes. 

o You can’t upload plugins to add features and functionality to your blog; you have to go 
with the modules xanga.com supply. 

o FTP and shell access are not included. 

o Users can’t change the design/ look and feel of individual posts – every post will look the 
same. 

o The inconsistencies in the navigation and the usability issues with ‘visible system status’ 
will contribute to users feeling out of control, unconfident and that this is less ‘safe’, 
impacting on safety usability goals. 

 

Recommendations 

• Provide the safety features in much clearer naming and labelling and presentation on the 
private homepage. 

• Provide ‘categories’ for users to categorise their posts beyond just tags so users can 
organise the content of their site more effectively.  

• In the summary list of ‘weblogs’ enable users to delete a post as well as ‘edit’. 

• Enable users to upload and attach documents to posts in the same way as any other media, 
so they can have PDFs or Word documents or Powerpoint slides. Xanga appears to be a 
good CMS and handles other media files well, so this would meet with users’ expectations. 



• Make it much harder with on-screen feedback and warning messages to delete a theme. 

• Provide much more efficient and effective search/ categorisation of themes to help users find 
one they want. Users should be able to search for design templates for their blogs by 
features as well as layout, colours etc. This is not easy to do and due to the ‘random’ nature 
of results being returned the user is not confident they are getting the full choice to pick from.  

• Enable plugins to be uploaded and used in the blogs. 

• Enable flexible post look and feel as a module/ element of a Xanga theme so users can 
change the design/ look and feel of individual posts. 

• Have a truly persistent, consistent navigation menu to all pages/ core user tasks which is 
always there on every screen. 

 



 

 

 

C Provide usable e-functions 

C3 Does it offer effective error management? 

       Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe h) Error detection - suitable field lengths, additional 
user-check after submission 

i)  Error correction - error messages in plain language, 
precisely indicate the problem, and constructively 
suggest a solution 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 

 4 generally usable 

 5 exemplar for 
usability 

Evidence and comment  

Usability successes 

• If you start to write a post, or make a change in the appearance, and navigate away, there is 
a clear on-screen message asking if you want to navigate away and if you do unsaved 
changes will be lost. This message is clear: 

 

  

Error prevention 
• Error prevention can be done by previewing changes before they are implemented. 
• You can preview a theme change before activating it. 



• Spellcheck in the editor helps to prevent spelling mistakes being published live. 
• It checks with the user for confirmation before they delete a post: 
 

 
 

Error detection  
• Field lengths in the Editor form are a good length. 
• Spell Check so users can check for spelling errors before publishing posts. 

Error correction 
• Spell check error correction is very intuitive – red underlined 
 

Usability issues 
 
These will all contribute to Xanga not fully achieving safety (by which I mean Safety as a 
Usability goal – users not feeling confident and in control and being worried they can make 
errors).  
 
• It is very easy to delete a theme and there are no warning messages to stop you, if you 
select to delete it it’s gone – and then it is almost impossible to re-find the same theme to 
reapply it. I did this by mistake and have completely lost the original theme, can’t find it. 
 



 
 

 
• Xanga.com does not give a great deal of scope for work being edited, previewed and 
developed before being published – it’s either ‘save changes’ or cancel. 
• There are no on-screen messages visible for core publishing tasks such as publishing a 
new post. 
• There is no auto-save when writing posts, so unless it is saved, it is lost.  
• You can not preview a blog post before it is published - your preview is the editor screen. 
• To detect or prevent errors there is not an additional user-check after submission of 



information so users can see what they have submitted and if necessary make changes to 
correct what they have done – in Preview for example, or within the form they have completed. 
It is too easy to make a change and accept it and realise too late the implications.  
• There is insufficient error correction – there are no error messages visible. 

 

Recommendations 

 
• Make it much clearer with on-screen messages which are much more visible to check 
with user they really want to do something or that something has been done. 
• If a user chooses to change a theme or delete a post, make it so they can go back to 
reinstate/ retrieve/ reinstall it if they want to – it’s not lost forever. 
• Enable posts to be edited, previewed and drafted before being published – provide ‘draft’ 
in the publishing process.  
• Enable posts to be managed in a similar way as any other content – as content/ 
document objects. 
• Provide auto-save for when writing posts which saves it to draft.  
• Preview ‘wysiwyg’ a post before you publish it. 
• Provide much more efficient and effective search for themes in the theme directory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Category D Make the site user-centred 

 

 

D Is the site user-centred? 

D1 Take account of human limitations 

       Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe a) Design for recognition rather than recall – default values.  

b) Design for short-term memory.  

c) Feedback within reasonable time.  

d) Support for a strong sense of structure and place 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 

 4 generally usable 

 5 exemplar for usability 

Evidence and comment: 

Usability successes 

The following will all contribute to a high level of efficiency and learnability as using Xanga.com 
will feel quick, easy and won’t require too much cognitive effort by the user: 

• The design is for recognition rather than recall. 
o The user does not have to remember any order of procedures to complete tasks such as 

the posting of a post, having to recall understanding of the process - instead there is 
recognition of the explicit order of procedures by the fact that all the functions and 
information are displayed at once on the screen for the user to work through, there are 
not any ‘wizards’ – making it about recognition rather than recall, which will reduce the 
cognitive load on the user. 

o Xanga.com tends to consistently permit users to identify actions by recognition rather 
than recall.  

o The user’s primary task is writing posts – they can do this from their ‘private homepage’ 
screen as it has the most links to this task. They can also do it from their blog page: 
 

 



 

 
 

 
 
 

o The interface relies mainly recognition rather than recall with menus and consistently 
placed objects. 

o The ‘toolbar’ navigation at the top aids recognition for users rather than recall. 
o Representations of information are perceptible and recognisable. 
o Text is legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it. 
o It uses words for actions and commands, to remove one level of recognition (that 

would be needed if, for instance, icons were used for tabs and buttons instead of words 
so that the user would have to learn and remember what each icon meant).  

o Functions are relatively simple and memorable to support rapid decision-making 



o The structure is simplified with the use of the ‘private homepage’ and toolbar across the 
top which will reduce overload on users’ memories with complicated procedures to do 
tasks and will reduce the cognitive effort required by the user to complete tasks. 

o Metaphors - The Xanga.com interface does not rely on metaphors which the user has to 
think about to work out. Most of the UI features fairly common software interface form 
elements, which are not necessarily tied to metaphors paralleling the real, physical world. 
This will reduce cognitive overload. 

o The interface uses icons in its navigation menu bar, Visual Editor and in its editing 
toolbar, most of which are intuitive and reflect similar usage in other applications. This will 
reduce cognitive overload. 

• Support for a strong sense of structure and place 
o Navigation in Xanga is supported with the horizontal semi-persistent toolbar across the 

top and navigation menu on the left-hand side of the private homepage. 
o The structure is shallow so doesn’t make the user go too far into ‘dead-ends’ or ‘cul-de-

sacs’ with minimal clicks, so they don’t have to remember where they’ve been.  
o The user can always get back to where they need to be or where they were using the top 

or left-hand navigation menus. 
 
• Lack of knowledge: Users are not expected to have any prior knowledge of web design, 

publishing, or technical html or css to use this tool. It supports all users, beginner, non-
technical, advanced and technical. For users who want to use html they can do in the html 
editor and there is scope to edit CSS style sheets. 

• The design encourages exploration through having multiple means of accessing pages, so is 
easier to learn. 
 
Usability issues 
 
o The language, naming and labelling of menus, tabs, and links are not all relevant to the 

user so that they will not always recognise them during tasks. This is one of the greatest 
weaknesses of Xanga. Xanga assumes language which is ‘if you are in the know’ and 
uses Marketing-Speak, so if you are part of the Xanga community and have been for a 
while this may not be an issue, but it will be an issue to any newcomers trying to make 
sense of the site. This will impact on learnability and memorability. Examples are: 
• Weblog 
• Theme  
• Theme vs. Look and Feel vs. Xanga Skin (in Safe Mode) 
• Extra Credit 
• Subscriptions 
• Photos (vs. Albums) 
• Pulse 
• Plugz 
• Recs (in the universal inbox) 
• Safe mode (isn’t it all safe?!) 
• Footprints (in Feedback Log) 
• eProps & Minis (in Feedback Log) 
• Blogring 
 
This is made worse by inconsistent language and labelling in the site: e.g the user’s blog 
is sometimes called the Weblog, sometimes Your Site, and a post is sometimes called a 
Weblog 
 

o Feedback does not happen enough – for example there is no confirmation of actions 
such as posts submitted - you just see the post published. This will impact on Safety and 
users feeling confident. 

 
o The amount of content in the ‘Private Homepage’ could cognitively overload some users 

initially trying to work out where to start and what to do. Text is not kept to a minimum. 
Screens are cluttered, which will create ‘white noise’ and overload the cognitive effort 
required by users. This will reduce the efficiency of the site as they are having to think 
harder and spend time working things out and finding what they need.  



 
o Screens have too much information on them and appear cluttered which will distract 

users from the core tasks. This will reduce the efficiency and effectiveness of the site. 

 
o Advertising/ Plugz takes up a lot of screen real estate in the private homepage and on 

blogs, which is distracting for users. 

 

 
 
 

 
 



 
 

o The user may have to think harder than is necessary to know where they are placed in 
the structure of the site as the navigation menus are not always persistent and can 
disappear. This will reduce the efficiency and effectiveness of the site, but also safety in 
case users get lost. For example, in Safe Mode the toolbar disappears: 

 

 
 

o Some of the icons in the Editor may not be intuitive to users. 
 



 
 
Recommendations 

• Cardsort exercise with end users to determine user-centric taxonomy, information 
categorisation and information design down to naming and labelling that will make most 
sense to users. 

• Provide on-screen feedback messages to confirm to users when actions are completed. 

• See what content in the private homepage could be reduced – including Plugz and Xanga 
advertising messages which are very distracting from users’ primary tasks and take up 
considerable screen space. 

• Provide more emphasis on the Private Homepage to core tasks for users: Write Post, 
Appearance/ design. 

 

 



 

 

D Is the site user-centred? 

D2 Does it match language with target client group needs? 

       Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe a) Speak the users' language 

b) Avoid information that is irrelevant or rarely needed 

c) Text should be concise - ‘say more with less’. 

e) Effective headings / sections text structure 

f) Lists should be presented as vertical columns 

g) Fonts and font sizes 

    1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 

 4 generally usable 

   5 exemplar for usability 

Evidence and comment: 

Usability successes 
• Fonts are highly legible and large sizes 
• Text is legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it 
• Sections are structured quite logically based on users’ goals although this could be 

improved. 
• The interface relies on recognition rather than recall with menus and consistently placed 

objects, although this could be improved. 
 

Usability issues: Areas for improvement 
• This is one of the weakest aspects of Xanga and is undermining how well it can achieve 

all usability goals. 
• Xanga.com does not match language with the target users’ needs. 
• The site does not speak the users' language. 
• The site does not avoid information that is irrelevant or rarely needed. 
• Text is not concise – it does not ‘say more with less’. 
• Headings / sections text structure with labels could all make more sense to users. 
• The site does not speak users’ language. 
• The cognitive effort required by the user to complete tasks will be too high. This interface 

will make them think about the interface and how to use it, when users want to be 
concentrating on blogging and their content.  

• The language, naming and labelling of menus, tabs, and links are not all relevant to the 
user so that they will not always recognise them during tasks. This is one of the greatest 
weaknesses of Xanga. Xanga assumes language which is ‘if you are in the know’ and 
uses Marketing-Speak, so if you are part of the Xanga community and have been for a 
while this may not be an issue, but it will be an issue to any newcomers trying to make 
sense of the site. This will impact on learnability and memorability. Examples are: 
• Weblog 
• Theme  
• Theme vs. Look and Feel vs. Xanga Skin (in Safe Mode) 
• Extra Credit 
• Subscriptions 
• Photos (vs. Albums) 
• Pulse 
• Plugz 
• Recs (in the universal inbox) 
• Safe mode (isn’t it all safe?!) 



• Footprints (in Feedback Log) 
• eProps & Minis (in Feedback Log) 
• Blogring 
 
This is made worse by inconsistent language and labelling in the site: e.g. the user’s blog 
is sometimes called the Weblog, sometimes Your Site, and a post is sometimes called a 
Weblog 
 

Recommendations 

• Cardsort exercise with end users to determine how they categorise, organise and prioritise 
and name/ label information they need, to understand user-centric taxonomy, information 
categorisation and information design down to naming and labelling that will make most 
sense to users mental models. 

• Redesign the information architecture and design of Xanga to reflect this, including 
redesigning the navigation/ menu to be always on every page consistently and to focus on 
users’ primary tasks. This will require a fundamental overhaul of the information architecture 
and design of Xanga.com but the results will mean a much more efficient, effective, easy to 
learn, easy to remember how to use and ‘safe’ site which will attract more users and retain 
more users for longer and get them doing more blogging – so provide a ‘stickier’ service with 
a longer lifecycle to a larger group of users. If Xanga is going to compete with other new 
blogging services this will be critical. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Category E  

 

 

E Enable easy navigation 

E1 Does it make navigation efficient and effective? 

       Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe a) Navigation should be both effective and efficient. 

b) Textual context informative – graphic links usable 

c) Persistent link to home page and key pages 

d) Number and positioning of links on page 

e) Consistency - links and page titles 

f) Page length is an associated issue here 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 

 4 generally usable 

 5 exemplar for usability 

 

Evidence and comment: 

Utility, effectiveness and efficiency – the utility of the navigation of Xanga.com is ok but some 
significant issues with the user’s overall navigation mean that navigation could be more efficient 
and effective.  

Usability successes 
• The main navigation is visible from the private homepage and the top level toolbar is 
available everywhere in the private homepage and the blog and other blogs on the Xanga 
network. Sight of it will encourage learnability and exploration and will support safety, efficiency 
and effectiveness.  
• The core tasks they want to do blogging are supported by the main persistent navigation 
from the private homepage and will encourage exploration, learnability.  
• The top-level navigation is about managing your blogging and blogs, so you can navigate 
between different blogs and overall global settings, but also add a new post to a blog. 
• Underneath the main navigation users can view their blog as readers would see it. 
• The main private homepage navigation is provided on the left-hand-side, which is 
consistent with other ‘portal’ designs and is proving best practice in usability. From here users 
can achieve all their goals from checking on this blog’s performance, create links to the blog, 
manage comments about the blog on the blog, express themselves by creating, writing, 
managing, editing and deleting posts, changing the layout of the blog, manage blog settings and 
profile and their personal account information, and adding features and tools to improve their 
blog, managing the design look and feel of their blog, manage comments and feedback, 
permissions, formatting, additional features and functionality to add to their blog to enhance it 
and encourage reader interaction. This supports the effectiveness. 
• The secondary hierarchy are sub-tasks within these. This becomes apparent when you 
select one of the main navigation objects and it expands the navigation to show the sub-tasks. 
• Therefore there is a clear natural hierarchical decomposition of all key user tasks with the 
navigation and page structures. 
• Two main navigation menus which are persistent throughout a lot of screens/ tasks. 
• Navigation is persistent from the private homepage. 
• Navigation is efficient and effective from the private homepage. 
• The main links in the private homepage do provide users navigation to core primary 
tasks.  
• The navigation is shallow and supports minimal clicks. 



• The tertiary level of navigation for each section is also efficient. 
• Hover-over tool-tips sometimes (inconsistently) explain menu options. 
• There is a persistent link to private home page and blog homepage and key pages on 
every page.  
• If users don’t use the main navigation menus they also have alternative embedded links 
and other options in the private homepage to enter tasks. 
• There is a good level of consistency - links and page titles 
• Users can find ways to access the information they are looking for. 
• Links and buttons have a high level of affordance; they are clearly perceptible and 
recognisable as clickable. 
• Text is very legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it 
• The structure of the navigation is simple, focuses users on core primary tasks and so will 
not to overload users’ memories with complicated procedures to do tasks. 
• The interface relies on recognition rather than recall with menus and consistently placed 
links. 
• Overall the cognitive effort required by the user to complete tasks will be reduced by the 
menu and navigation system in Xanga.com. 

Successes 
 
• Navigation in Xanga is supported by the following:  
 

o horizontal (semi-persistent) toolbar across the top of all pages (in theory) on Xanga 
network 

 
 

 
o text-only (semi-persistent) menu across the top when users are in their ‘private’ area 

from the ‘private homepage’ 
 

 
 

o Vertical (semi-persistent) left-hand-side navigation menu of the private homepage.  
 



 



 
o This left-hand menu includes sub-tasks. 

 

 
 
 
• The structure is shallow so doesn’t make the user go too far into ‘dead-ends’ or ‘cul-de-
sacs’ with minimal clicks, so they don’t have to remember where they’ve been.  
• Users can escape from places they don’t’ expect to find themselves by using the 
navigation toolbar menu when it is available.  
• The user can always get back to where they need to be or where they were using the top 
or left-hand navigation menus. 
• The main persistent navigation is visible from the private homepage and sight of it will 
encourage learnability and exploration and will support safety, efficiency and effectiveness. This 
navigation is excellent.  
• Utility to core tasks: To change the appearance of your blog you can select ‘edit theme’ 
from the top navigation which takes you through to a screen with functionality to change the 
look and feel of the design of your blog. This also gives you the functionality to add ‘modules’ 
and to rearrange the layout of your blog. 
• Toolbars that appear at the top and bottom of themed pages to provide consistent 
navigation to all the most requested links and aid ‘structure’.  
• These have been provided for users to navigate around the Xanga network and Xanga 
are considering users working within the network/ community that is Xanga. These Toolbars 
that appear at the top and bottom of themed pages to provide consistent navigation to all the 
most requested links: 
 

o Xanga logo - mouse over the logo - a menu to all the major pages of Xanga.com 
o now visiting: [username] - this link now provides navigation to all the major pages of the 

Xanga Site you are visiting 
o subscribe - this new link gives you quick options to subscribe, friend, or message the 

user you are visiting 
o ratings and flags 
o View site – to view the pages of your own blog 
o [username] – to access your private homepage for your blog. 
o Update - add new weblog entries, photos, videos or pulse posts. 

 
 



 

 
• Underneath the main navigation users can view their blog as readers would see it 
• The main navigation is provided across the top and on the left-hand-side, which is 
consistent with other ‘portal’ designs and is proving best practice in usability. From here users 
can achieve all their goals such as editing the appearance of their blog, manage comments 
about the blog on the blog, express themselves by creating, writing, managing, editing posts, 
changing the layout of the blog, manage blog settings and profile and their personal account 
information, and adding features and tools to improve their blog, managing the design look and 
feel of their blog, manage comments and feedback, permissions, formatting, additional features 
and functionality to add to their blog to enhance it and encourage reader interaction. This all 
supports the effectiveness. From the main navigation users can achieve the following goals/ 
tasks: 

o Writing and editing posts – the user can do this from the ‘add weblog’ and ‘recent 
weblogs’ 

o Adding content such as videos, photos etc – the user can do this from the navigation at 
the top left, ‘your stuff’ and the embedded links in the top half of the main part of the 
page, as the top navigation ‘view site’.  

o Changing the appearance of the site – the user can do this from ‘edit themes’ in the top 
navigation and the ‘your site’ section on the left-hand side.  

o View feedback and comments – the user can do this from the Feedback Log in the left 
hand navigation and see more of this lower down. 

o Settings – from here you can access account settings and understand details such as 
your blog url, etc and the breadcrumb trail feature in the navigation here will help for 
users to understand where they are. 

o The secondary hierarchy are sub-tasks within these. This becomes apparent when you 
select one of the main navigation objects and it reveals sub-tasks. 

• Therefore there is a partially clear natural hierarchical decomposition of key user tasks 
with the navigation and page structures. 
• Safety will be good as the user can partially retrace their steps easily back through the 
structure and there is overall excellent consistency so users will know where they are. The 
persistent navigation and the multiple links to the same pages will help this. 
 

 
Usability issues – areas for attention 
 
Information architecture in the navigation does not reflect user’s goals 

 
• Main Page and Weblog – they are both the same and mean the homepage of the blog, 

but it may be confusing for users who are presented with both options in the navigation. 
• The Xanga toolbar at the top is very Xanga-centric. Xanga promotes its network of users 

to each other and encourages a community, which is great, but the language has started to 
become Xanga-speak and not the language of bloggers in general. Being ‘in the club’ to 
know the language being used is self-promotion by Xanga and does not aid usability. Xanga 
would improve the user experience by taking the spotlight off of itself and focusing it more on 
its users. 

• The main left-hand navigation does not provide access to core tasks to write posts, and the 
change the appearance you have to scroll down past the page fold to ‘edit theme’ or ‘browse 
themes’ available, it just isn’t immediately obvious. 

• You have to select your username to be able to go back to your private homepage and users 
may not associate their username with this action. 



• The top navigation menu can be confusing and include links to some tasks such as edit theme 
but not others such as to create a new post – Update is how you would create a new post, 
and this is not obvious from this top level navigation structure: 

 
 

 

• The main top-left navigation includes items which will not relate to users’ primary tasks. Items 
such as subscriptions and extra credit will not relate to user’s main tasks. This is because this 
toolbar is thinking about helping users to navigate the Xanga network. 

• The left-hand navigation provides options for users which they may not understand such as 
eProps – selecting this doesn’t make it any clearer what these are: 

 

 
 
• The top level navigation says ‘main page’ but it is not easy to see how to add other pages - or if 

you can. You have to go into Edit Theme to be able to do that. 
• Main Page and Weblog appear to be the same thing, which is confusing. 



 
• The top navigation needs to be more explicit than ‘update’ that users can create a new 
post from here as this is the primary task of the blogger. 
• Remove subscriptions, extra credit and Pulse from the main navigation, demote to lower 
in the information architecture, and make the main navigation better reflect the core tasks and 
mental models of users. 
 

Inconsistent navigation depending on where you are – it is not persistent/ permanent 

 
• The Xanga toolbar (top nav) is meant to be with the user whenever they are logged into their 

Xanga account and are on any Xanga page – this is not the case in practice. 
• The top-level navigation changes depending on whether you are looking at your blog and 

editing from within it, or whether you are on your ‘private homepage’ - this can be 
disorientating and will contribute to users being uncertain about the overall structure and 
where they are in it.  

• The top level navigation in the private homepage is different to the top level navigation at 
Xanga.com and sometimes (e.g. Themes) the user is directed from one area to another to 
achieve key goals and tasks, and the navigation changes unexpectedly. 

• The top-level navigation disappears when the user is in the editor screen. The only way the user 
can exit this screen is via the username link at the top which would take them back to their 
private homepage, and this is not clear at this point. 
 



 

 

• If you select ‘browse themes’ from your private homepage it takes you to an area which 
appears to be the main public website with a  new navigation, and clicking ‘home’ doesn’t 
take you to your private homepage but takes you to the Xanga.com homepage. This includes 
‘weblogs’ in this navigation, but this doesn’t take the user to their blog or posts; it takes them 
to ‘top blogs’.  

• The Xanga.com homepage does not have the Xanga toolbar working at the top of it, when it 
is supposed to be persistent across all sites/ blogs on the Xanga network. 

 
• Selecting the username in the Xanga Toolbar user with the option to go back to their 



‘private homepage’ but in this mode a new set of options are presented including ‘view 
my weblog’ but selecting this takes the user to the private homepage, not their blog. This 
inconsistency in the navigation options will be confusing and will hamper learnability and 
memorability for how quickly and easily users feel they can pick this up and learn to use 
it. 

 

• The navigation in the top partially changes depending on where you are, so it tells you 
‘visiting’ so if you select ‘your site’ you still have ‘view site’ in top right. 

 



 

 

• Top level navigation includes ‘chatboard’ but this is not in the navigation in ‘update your 
site’ which has the graphics, so this inconsistency is confusing, and not clear what 
‘chatboard’ is: 
 



 

 

• The top navigation when you select your username sometimes shows ‘private homepage’ 
and sometimes presents another menu, which is confusing, users may not be able to 
understand from here how to get back to the ‘private homepage’: 



• The toolbars across the top appear most of the time, but sometimes on some pages 
disappear. The same applies to the left-hand navigation. This lack of persistence in the 
navigation can mean the user doesn’t always know what is going on as they will feel lost. For 
example, if they go into Messages, some of the left-hand navigation menu items disappear: 

 

 
 

• If the user goes into Feedback Log – Comments – Read Entry, the top level toolbar menu 
disappears as well as the left-hand navigation and the whole layout of this screen looks 
different, which is very confusing, it feels like you’ve gone into a different site: 

 

 
 

• The user may have to think harder than is necessary to know where they are placed 
in the structure of the site as the navigation menus are not always persistent and can 
disappear. This will reduce the efficiency and effectiveness of the site, but also safety 



in case users get lost. For example, in Safe Mode the toolbar disappears: 
 

 

Utility issues with the navigation menu 

• The navigation on the left-hand side presents options which drop below the page fold, so 
users have to scroll to see the full menu: 

 



 
 

 
• The arrows in the left hand navigation suggest ‘drop down’ as visual prompts, and the 

user may expect inline navigation menu options to appear, but instead the user is taken 
away to another page for that option for some, but not for others, which is confusing: 
 



 
 

• Having selected a menu item and go back to the ‘private homepage’ the menu item you 
had selected remains highlighted despite when you go to select other items, which is 
confusing, it looks like your previous selection has ‘got stuck’: 

 



 

 

Recommendations 
• Review the information architecture and navigation menu options so users are given 
access to all pages through a hierarchy of menu options which best reflect their goals and 
tasks. This will also aid naming and labelling to ensure the naming reflects the mental models of 
users – what they understand and think of – weblog, blog, post, etc. 
• Be consistent with naming and labelling – so weblog means weblog and blog means blog 
etc. 
• Don’t have a Main Page and Weblog when they are both the same and mean the 
homepage of the blog. 
• Review the relevance of items in top level navigation such as Pulse and eProps and 
Chatboard; confirm what it means to users and the tasks they’re trying to achieve. 
• Ensure the main navigation provide access to core tasks to write and edit posts and 
change the appearance of the blog,  
• Make sure the navigation menu is persistent and consistently the same on every page. 
• Differentiate between weblog, ‘main page’, site. 
• Differentiate between Main Page and Weblog. 
• Use the name of the blog to navigate to the blog, not the username of the user 
• Cardsort exercise with users to understand how they categorise, organise and prioritise 
and name/ label information they need – and then redesign the information architecture and 
design of Xanga to reflect this, including redesigning the navigation/ menu to be always on 
every page consistently and to focus on users’ primary tasks. This will require a fundamental 
overhaul of the information architecture and design of Xanga.com but the results will mean a 
much more efficient, effective, easy to learn, easy to remember how to use and ‘safe’ site which 
will attract more users and retain more users for longer and get them doing more blogging – so 
provide a ‘stickier’ service with a longer lifecycle to a larger group of users. If Xanga is going to 
compete with other new blogging services this will be critical. 
• Make the top level navigation much more explicitly state ‘write a new post’ – more in-
keeping with the primary user goal than ‘update’ and having the main goal through a sub-task 
• Consider removal of ‘safe mode’ or much clearer explanation of what this is and why it is 
necessary. 
• Simplify the utility of the ‘edit theme’ and make it available over a larger amount of screen 
space so the controls are easier and less squashed into the limited screen space they currently 
occupy. 
• Don’t have Plugz, have a list of Links with links to blogs. 
• Enable users to add links to blogs outside of the Xanga network, a walled garden is no 
good to anyone and is very short-sighted these days. 
• Focus more on creating/ managing posts, managing the appearance, along with 
managing content and settings. Users should be able to manage blog posts like documents/ 
emails, in the same way they can manage the rest of ‘their stuff’ or content like photos, videos 
etc. 
• Reduce the focus on other areas which are of less importance to users in the information 
hierarchy of the site. E.g. Extra Credit, Subscriptions, Pulse. Is Pulse a quick post? Needs to be 
part of the posting/ publishing task/ process. 
• Introduce persistent, consistent navigation menu to access all pages on every page. 
• Redesign the information architecture and design of Xanga to reflect this, including redesigning 

the navigation/ menu to be always on every page consistently and to focus on users’ primary 
tasks. This will require a fundamental overhaul of the information architecture and design of 
Xanga.com but the results will mean a much more efficient, effective, easy to learn, easy to 
remember how to use and ‘safe’ site which will attract more users and retain more users for 
longer and get them doing more blogging – so provide a ‘stickier’ service with a longer 
lifecycle to a larger group of users.  



 

 

Category F Support the user 

 

 

F Support the user 

F1 Does it Facilitate learning? 

Tick    Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe a) Internet platform conventions  

b) Internal consistency – including visual identity, use of text 

c) Support user control and freedom.   

d) Support undo and redo 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 

 4 generally usable 

 5 exemplar for usability 

Evidence and comment: 

Usability successes 

The following support Usability Goals of Learnability and memorability in Xanga.com: 

• Gives the user a great deal of freedom over the look and feel of their blog. 

• A great deal of multiple linking, encouraging exploration and self-discovery. 

• Navigation, encouraging exploration and self-discovery. 

• Reasonable level of Tolerance giving users control.  

• There is a good level of consistency with buttons, text etc, so users learn quickly and 
remember how to do something.  

• There is also a very high level of affordance – objects you expect to be able to click are 
clickable for example. 

• Makes uses of standard Internet platform conventions. 

• Same user experience across Safari, Firefox, Internet Explorer and Google Chrome with 
some slight enhancements around active fields on the Chrome and Safari. 

• Very good Internal consistency – including visual identity, use of text  

• Supports user control and freedom – as described in previous section. 

• Representations of information perceptible and recognisable so will be easier to learn. 

• Text is legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it so will be easier to learn. 

• The structure and layout are quite simple (although could be improved) so as not to overload 
users’ memories with complicated procedures to do tasks, so will be easier to learn. 

• The interface relies on recognition rather than recall with menus and consistently placed 
objects. 

• Functions are simple and memorable to support rapid decision-making which will also be 
easier to learn. 



• Supports create new, edit, delete and save/ publish – key tasks for blogging. 

• Supports adding photo, video, etc content. 

 

Usability issues/ areas for improvement 

• Does not support post ‘wysiwyg’ preview, undo, redo. 

• Does not support draft vs. publish and version control. 

• Issues with language not reflecting users’ mental models will hinder learning. 

• Issues with navigation highlighted will mean users will find it harder to learn the structure and 
sense of place and context. 

 

 



 

 

F Support the user 

F2 Provide quality help and documentation 

       Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe a) Easy to search help system 

b) focused on the user's tasks 

c) Provide some form of contextual help - links from the 
main sections into specific help and vice versa. 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 

 4 generally usable 

 5 exemplar for usability 

 

Evidence and comment: 

Usability successes 

The following support Safety and Learnability usability goals in Xanga.com: 

• Hover-over tool-tips provide some on-screen help although not in all places. 

 

• Excellent online help resource 



 

• Xanga provides access to help through multiple points, meaning it will be easier to find:  

o the persistent navigation across the top of the screen which users can see and access 
whether they are in their ‘private homepage’ or in the actual blog 

o little (?) icons throughout 

o Help in the left-hand navigation. 



 
 

• Link top right ‘help’ – is in some cases contextualised which is excellent, launching help 
screen in a new window on the relevant topic from that screen in Xanga. 

 

 
 



Usability issues – areas for improvement 

• The utility of help in Xanga is inconsistent; it is as if different parts of it are being 
managed by different teams who are not talking to each other to provide a cohesive 
single view of help/ support. 

• Links to help are in the forms and system itself so the expectation is of contextualised 
help, which is fantastic, and in some cases this expectation is met, which is why this area 
of Xanga has received a ‘5’, however sometimes it lets itself down. 



 
• This is enhanced by the fact a tool-tip comes up with what that help is going to be, which 

is specific to the topic it is with, and the webpage launches with what looks like a title 
which is going to be help about that specific part of the system, and instead every time 
the same generic help page is launched: 

 



 
 

 

 

• Having got to this users have to search from a blank start, it does not recognise where help 



was launched from in the Xanga.com site. Help is inconsistently contextualised - There is no 
built-ion help in the body of pages next to the functions where users may just need help for 
that specific function/ item. 

• Clicking on (?) in some places launches a new window in your browser, in other windows it 
launches what looks/behaves like a warning message which explains what this item on the 
screen is: 

 

 



 

 

 

SECTION 3 – Individual usability issues 

 

Please add below individual usability issues that are not already addressed in the 
heuristics . Add extra rows to the table if necessary. 

Technical issues with Xanga which got in the way of the user experience - After 2pm GMT 
when using the site this happened quite a lot when trying to interact with the private 

homepage: 

 

Issue Comment 
Other main users n/a 

 



 
3. Summary of Hueristic Evaluation 

 

A Provide an effective home page 

A1 A1 Ensure intuitive access to main user tasks 

 Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe Home page should offer intuitive access to the key tasks. 

Appropriate metaphor for navigation from the home page  

Clear cue-card or tab metaphor can prove to be usable 

Image map acceptable? clickable regions clear 

e)Terminology relate to user tasks not marketing speak. 

 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 

 4 generally usable 

 5 exemplar for usability 

A Provide an effective home page 

A2 Ensure visual elements do not compromise usability 

 Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe Appropriate mix of visual attractors and distractors  

Key user tasks are not compromised 

Visual presentation should focus on the message 

Consider home page composition - crucial areas 

Images / graphic simple, uncluttered not overused 

f) Use of animation – distracting? 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 

 4 generally usable 

 5 exemplar for usability 

B Match structure with user needs 

B1 Ensure decomposition of tasks evident in site structure 

 Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe Structure should match a well-defined task specification 

User tasks, after leaving the home page, natural / intuitive    

c) Natural hierarchical decomposition of all key user tasks 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 

 4 generally usable 

 5 exemplar for usability 

B Match structure with user needs 

B2 Design a simple state space 

 Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe Fewer user actions per task the better.  

Breadth rather than depth in menu/page hierarchy 

c) Manage long pages effectively – not too long – use of 
hypertext navigation - structuring 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 



 4 generally usable 

 5 exemplar for usability 

C Provide usable e-functions 

C1 Visible System Status 

 Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe Is it clear to the user what is going on? 

Is appropriate feedback provided in reasonable time? 

Form design – is data required clear to user? 

d) Are actions performed consistently? 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 

 4 generally usable 

 5 exemplar for usability 

C Provide usable e-functions 

C2 Does it give the user control and freedom? 

 Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe Is it easy to make serious errors? 

b) Collect the minimum amount of data 

c) Can the users escape from places they don’t’ expectant to 
find themselves? 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 

 4 generally usable 

 5 exemplar for usability 

C Provide usable e-functions 

C3 Does it offer effective error management? 

 Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe Error detection - suitable field lengths, additional user-check 
after submission 

b) Error correction - error messages in plain language, 
precisely indicate the problem, and constructively suggest a 
solution 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 

 4 generally usable 

 5 exemplar for usability 

D Is the site user-centred? 

D1 Take account of human limitations 

              Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe a) Design for recognition rather than recall – default values.  

b) Design for short-term memory.  

c) Feedback within reasonable time.  

d) Support for a strong sense of structure and place 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 

 4 generally usable 



 5 exemplar for usability 

D Is the site user-centred? 

D2 Does it match language with target client group needs? 

              Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe a) Speak the users' language 

b) Avoid information that is irrelevant or rarely needed 

c) Text should be concise - ‘say more with less’. 

e) Effective headings / sections text structure 

f) Lists should be presented as vertical columns 

g) Fonts and font sizes 

 1 serious usability flaws

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 

 4 generally usable 

    5 exemplar for usability 

E Enable easy navigation 

E1 Does it make navigation efficient and effective? 

              Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe a) Navigation should be both effective and efficient. 

b) Textual context informative – graphic links usable 

c) Persistent link to home page and key pages 

d) Number and positioning of links on page 

e) Consistency - links and page titles 

f) Page length is an associated issue here 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 

 4 generally usable 

 5 exemplar for usability 

F Support the user 

F1 Does it Facilitate learning? 

              Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe Internet platform conventions  

Internal consistency – including visual identity, use of text  

Support user control and freedom.   

d) Support undo and redo 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 

       4 generally usable 

 5 exemplar for usability 

F Support the user 

F2 Provide quality help and documentation 

              Grade Overview of heuristic 

 0 usability catastrophe Easy to search help system 

focused on the user's tasks 

c) Provide some form of contextual help - links from the main 
sections into specific help and vice versa. 

 1 serious usability flaws 

 2 significant issues 

 3 minor concerns 

 4 generally usable 

    5 exemplar for 
usability 



 



 
4. Conclusions of Hueristic Evaluation 

 

Xanga.com is quite usable with some minor concerns overall, a couple of significant issues 
and one serious usability flaw. 

• 3 average score – minor usability concerns on average. 

• The most successful aspect of Xanga.com is the Help which has exemplary usability: 
supports the user by providing quality help and documentation. 

• Xanga.com quite successfully meets usability goals of being effective, efficient, safe to 
use, easy to learn, easy to remember how to use and having the right information and 
functionality at the right time (utility). Users will be able to achieve their main tasks and 
goals blogging with Xanga.com, but less efficiently and effectively than they could if these 
issues were resolved. 

• The overall user experience is rich and positive with a lot of information, features and 
functionality which will enrich the user’s blogging experience and make them feel positive. 
It feels positive and pleasurable, the visual design and use of colour will be motivating. 
Users’ perceptions may be that Xanga.com is quite enjoyable: pleasurable, entertaining, 
fun, emotionally fulfilling, satisfying, rewarding, desirable and quite Motivating: engaging, 
exciting, aesthetically pleasing, useful, valuable. They will find Xanga very Helpful: 
supports creativity, enhances sociability. However although users’ perceptions might be 
quite positive, in practice they will probably not blog as much, or produce as much 
content in their blogs, and may therefore have fewer reasons to switch to another blog 
provider if another provider came along who looked as equally enjoyable to use, but was 
also easier and more useful to support their blogging goals. 

• The most serious concern with Xanga was the serious usability flaw in the site with the 
prolific use of ‘Xanga-speak’ – internal language used to ‘brand’ commonly understood 
concepts in a Xanga way, turning commonly understood features and actions into 
something the user would have to try and interpret in Xanga. The language used for 
naming and labelling and the overall information architecture in Xanga is not focused on 
the user, it is very internally Xanga-centric. This will impact on Xanga’s ability to meet all 
usability goals as users will too often not understand the relevance of a term to the task 
they are trying to do so won’t find the functions or information they need to successfully 
and efficiently complete tasks. 

• Two areas which had significant usability issues were efficient and effective navigation 
and designing a simple state space. 

The usability issues highlighted within this evaluation indicate how Xanga.com could be 
improved and point towards recommendations for further redesign. Improvements would 
improve the effectiveness, efficiency, safety and learnability of the application. Improving 
these would improve overall usage, attract more new users, retain more users for longer, 
increase blogging activities and increase blog content in Xanga.com. 

 

Kathy Cook 

1st June 2010 

Kathycook73@hotmail.co.uk 
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